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Editors’ Introduction 
 
Timothy McCajor Hall, University of Chicago, and  
Rosie Read, Bournemouth University 
 
 
This volume began as a special issue of the journal Anthropology of East 
Europe Review,1 which in turn grew out of a panel on recent ethnographies 
from the former Czechoslovakia that was presented at the AAA meetings in 
2003.2 In organizing that panel, and during the discussion afterwards, many 
researchers (particularly younger ones) noted their desire for a forum that 
would bring together a broad range of recent ethnographic research on the 
Czech and Slovak Republics. We believe that this focus is timely for several 
reasons: Firstly, these countries have tended to be under-represented within 
the anthropological literature on Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). Second, 
both native and non-native anthropologists and ethnographers of allied disci-
plines have developed a new interest in the processes taking place in these 
most central of Central European countries. Third, what little ethnographic re-
search has been published in English on the former Czechoslovakia has 
been scattered in various disparate fora for anthropology, folklore, linguistics, 
political science, and gender studies, to name but a few.  
 In comparison with some neighboring countries, relatively little research 
in the ethnographic approaches stemming from the Anglo-French-American 
tradition of socio-cultural anthropology has been carried out and published to 
date on the Czech Republic or Slovakia, and almost none of it available in 
English until the late 1990s. In part, this has been because of the different 
orientation of Central European ethnographers, who until recently tended to 
concern themselves largely with folkloristic or sociological studies, attending 
 
1  Special Issue: “Recent ethnographies of Czechs, Slovaks, and Sorbs.” Anthropol-
ogy of East Europe Review, 23(1) Spring 2005.  
2  The editors wish to thank Rebecca Nash, co-organizer of the 2003 AAA panel and 
for help in developing the thoughts herein, and also Kurt Hartwig, Ben Hill Pass-
more, and Daniela Peničková, who participated in the discussion after the panel. 
We also thank Michael Kuby and Precious Johnson at the Center on Aging at 
NORC and the University of Chicago for technical support.  
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on the one hand to cultural origins and survivals, and on the other to more 
statistical and demographic surveys (cf. Fojtík 1971; Salzmann 1983a; Lass 
1988). Czechoslovakian ethnologists did study ethnic Czechs, Slovaks, and 
related West Slavonic groups outside of Czechoslovakia (see Uherek and 
Plochová, and Šatava, this volume), while a few studies were published on 
Slovak and Czech emigrants in western countries (e.g. Stein 1974; Chada 
1981). The ethnographies that were available were mainly written by émigrés 
from Czechoslovakia (e.g., Salzmann 1970, 1983b; Salzmann and Scheufler 
1974; Holy 1996), most of whom did not primarily specialize in Czechoslovak 
ethnography (see, however Lass 1989). Others wrote of Slovak and Czech 
issues mainly in passing or by way of example, though their work may have 
been profoundly shaped by their experiences in Czechoslovakia (e.g. Gellner 
1983, 1987, 1998; Salzmann 1993).3  
 The ethnographic literature specifically on Slovak culture (as opposed 
to more general ethnographies of Czechoslovakia) is extremely sparse in 
English, despite a number of excellent studies published in Slovak or Czech 
(e.g. Filová et al. 1990; for partial bibliographies see Skalník, this issue, and 
Torsello and Pappová 2003).4 The few ethnographic studies in English in-
clude those by Peter Skalník (1979, 1993), Juraj Podoba (1999), and Olga 
Danglová (1995, 1998). These have tended to focus on village life and cul-
tural survivals (e.g. Podolák 1987, 1990, 1991; Skovierová 1988, 1994), on 
the Rusyn/Ruthenian ethnic group in far eastern Slovakia and adjacent 
Ukraine and Poland (see Magosci 1995), or on the Roma minority (e.g. 
Hübschmannová 1979; Scheffel 2004). While this is by no means an exhaus-
tive list of ethnographies of Slovakia, the studies cited here suggest the wide 
 
3  We do not intend to slight anyone by omission from this list, particularly the many 
solid community studies carried out by Czechoslovak or other European ethnolo-
gists, such as those reviewed by Skalník in this volume. However, most of these 
were not readily available in English and are only now entering into dialogue with 
western sociocultural anthropologists.  
4  Literature searches by Krista Hegburg and the editors, together with an informal poll 
of several contributors to this volume, revealed very few ethnographic studies on 
Slovakia or Slovaks available in English. We particularly thank Davide Torsello for 
his help.  
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range of opportunities that remain largely unexplored, including gender rela-
tions, social change since 1989, and urban ethnography, among others.  
 However, a number of recent developments suggest that this situation 
is changing. These include the growth in the number of new graduate and 
postgraduate programs in social anthropology within Slovakia and the Czech 
Republic over the past five to ten years, the growth in the numbers of Czech 
and Slovak anthropologists, and the increased interest in and engagement 
with anthropological methods and theories amongst Czech and Slovak social 
scientists more generally. At the same time there has been a modest but 
consistent (and growing) stream of non-native anthropologists carrying out 
ethnographic5 research in the former Czechoslovakia and on ethnic Czechs, 
Slovaks, and Sorbs elsewhere since the early to mid-1990s. In drawing to-
gether some of the writing that has emanated from these processes, this vol-
ume seeks to contribute to the overall growth of ethnographic understandings 
of the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and to raise the profile of research from 
these countries within the academic fields of central and eastern European 
studies and social anthropology more generally.  
 The Czech and Slovak Republics present particular challenges to the 
ethnographer seeking to understand the legacies of the socialist past in the 
context of present political, social, and economic realities. From the point of 
view of the periods before and after socialism, Czechoslovakia often appears 
highly “western” and intrinsically “European” in comparison to many of its 
east-central European neighbors. Following the First World War, Czechoslo-
vakia was the only industrialized country of the new states in the region, con-
stituting over two-thirds of former Austria-Hungary’s industrial base, (although 
industrial production was largely concentrated in parts of Bohemia and Mora-
via). After 1989, Czechoslovakia/Czech Republic/Slovakia have been fairly 
consistently perceived (at home and abroad) as the more successful of the 
“transition economies,” and clear candidates for inclusion into Western institu-
tions such as the EU and NATO.  
 At the same time, Czechoslovakia might also be seen as one of the 
 
5  And ethnographically informed but non-anthropological studies, including social and 
cultural histories (Sayer 1998; King 2002), and literary studies (Pynsent 1994).  
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most inherently socialist societies and economies in the Eastern block: a 
country in which socialist ideas and principles enjoyed huge grass-roots sup-
port from the post-war period right up to the experiments at the reform and 
renewal of socialist society in the late 1960s, and in which class- and wage-
leveling achieved its greatest success. After the Warsaw Pact invasion of 
1968 and the repression of the reform movement, the political leadership im-
posed a period of social and political “normalization”. Czechoslovakia 
emerged as one of the most orthodox Marxist-Leninist societies in the region, 
remaining firmly bound to the Soviet Union in economic and military terms un-
til 1989.6 Thus the Czech and Slovak lands historically occupy rather am-
biguous and contradictory positions in relation to enduring distinctions be-
tween “East” and “West,” “socialist” and “capitalist.” These ambiguities pre-
sent difficulties and opportunities to ethnographers, who, from the very outset 
of their research, find themselves grappling with apparently contradictory in-
terpretations and perspectives on history.  
 Indeed, the problems associated with evaluating the past in the Czech/ 
Slovak cases epitomize some of the broader issues at stake in the debate 
about the concept of “postsocialism.” Scholars of the region have for some 
years debated this concept and questioned whether it continues to be intel-
lectually useful, or whether it increasingly obscures more than it reveals 
(Hann 2002). For in spite of a shared socialist past, east-central European 
countries are increasingly divided by more recent historical developments fol-
lowing socialism’s collapse and the social, economic, and cultural transforma-
tions that followed. As a result, the diversities that always existed between 
(and within) the countries of the region appear ever more visible and exag-
gerated. At the same time, however, it seems crucial not to lose sight of the 
ongoing legacies of the socialist past within this part of the world.  
 Whether we retain the term “postsocialism” or not, the broader chal-
lenge is to understand the increasingly diverse ways in which the socialist 
past is subtly but persistently incorporated into present social actualities and 
experiences. It is our view that these complexities are best captured by eth-
 
6  We are grateful to Rebecca Nash, whose ideas we have borrowed in developing 
this point.  
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nographic study. In putting this volume together, we have sought to be as in-
clusive as possible. The ethnographic studies presented here reflect the vari-
ety and multiplicity of contemporary life in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, 
as well as a diversity of theoretical and methodological approaches. We hope 
that this volume will help stimulate further debate and avenues of inquiry, and 
promote collaboration between scholars within and outside these countries. 
With this in mind, we offer a summary of what we see as the key issues and 
questions arising from each section of this volume.  
 Section one focuses on various dimensions of socio-economic trans-
formation in the Czech and Slovak Republics, particularly in relation to the ac-
tivities of NGOs and notions of “civil society” more broadly. June considers 
the role of the organization Transparency International in generating appar-
ently neutral and authoritative knowledge about levels of corruption within na-
tion states generally, and the Czech Republic in particular. He examines how 
such knowledge is reconfigured and made meaningful in the Czech context 
and its various impacts on the Czech state’s own practices of knowledge-
making and public perceptions of corruption. June’s contribution offers some 
insights into the changing ways in which citizens make active judgments 
about the relative truth or falsity of official, apparently “scientific” pronounce-
ments, in a context where skepticism is an historically familiar practice. Kar-
janen explores forms of social disenfranchisement and economic marginaliza-
tion in south-west Slovakia, and shows how these processes cannot be ac-
counted for within certain theories of postsocialist economic change which 
conflate distinct forms of value and capital, thereby producing rather optimis-
tic models of “transition.” Karjanen shows how social mistrust and atomiza-
tion—often associated with the socialist era—are more accurately understood 
as part of capitalist development in this area. Kapusta-Pofahl, Hašková, and 
Kolářová offer an in-depth discussion of the current political and socio-
economic contexts shaping the activities of a range of women’s organizations 
in the Czech Republic. They provide important insights into the way in which 
the EU funding priorities increasingly determine the internal structure and 
scope of these NGOs, thereby informing how different forms of civil society 
and civic participation emerge.  
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 Section two brings together a range of articles exploring themes of 
gender, family, and sexuality. As is common with such topics, these chapters 
make explicit the ways in which personal experience and private morality are 
inextricably bound up with public institutions, state policies, and broader his-
torical narratives. Nash analyzes how forms of social security provision for 
families have helped generate and maintain cultural notions of autonomy and 
dependency in Czech society. She shows how the new eligibility criteria gov-
erning this form of state provision inform and are informed by values of self-
sufficiency, which in turn help generate quite new economic dependencies. 
Kozikowski provides a detailed account of the personal stories of women who 
have suffered breast cancer. She reflects on the frequent experience of social 
and emotional isolation in a context in which breast cancer has historically 
been highly stigmatized. Her contribution touches upon the ways in which 
meanings and perceptions of illness associated with the socialist period 
(within families as well as medical contexts) are evolving in the present. 
Passmore explores changing working conditions for women within a Moravian 
toy factory. He examines how the new forms of economic vulnerability con-
tribute to existing gender inequalities in the workplace, but argues that, at the 
same time, the factory management has achieved a certain moral legitimacy 
in the eyes of the female workforce. His account, like that of Nash, under-
scores how the economic and the moral converge in everyday life. Finally, 
Quin provides a case study on the contemporary production of Slovak por-
nography. He examines the ways in which certain national stereotypes of 
Slovak men are appropriated and queered within the work of a Slovak por-
nographer. Quin’s chapter draws on queer theory to contribute to our under-
standing of the ways in which the commodification of the sexual body and 
sexual relationships are important aspects of capitalist transformation in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe.  
 Our third section pairs two traditional interests of Czechoslovakian an-
thropology in their current reflexes: two studies of the Roma/Romany (Gypsy) 
minority, and two studies of the cultural survival of Slavic ethnic minorities. As 
Krista Hegburg notes in her essay, the Roma have long been seen as a natu-
ral focus of anthropological attention in Czechoslovakia because of their as-
cribed foreignness. However, their relations to the majority “white” society are 
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problematic, fluid, and continually contested and negotiated, through both 
formal and informal channels. Věra Sokolová interrogates the involuntary 
sterilization of an unknown number of Romani women that took place in the 
1970s and 1980s, at a time when the Czechoslovakian government was 
aggressively pro-natalist in policy — but only for certain kinds of 
Czechoslovak families. How could an apparently ethnicity-neutral law be 
taken as an injunction to sterilize a particular ethnic group (and only the 
women of that group), and how could the practice persist after the policy was 
officially discontinued?  
 Zdeněk Uherek and Kateřina Plochová discuss the migration of ethnic 
Czechs from the Czech lands to Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 19th century 
as part of broader movements of peoples within the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire, and examine the rise, fall, and possible rise again of their fortunes 
with the political and social situation in the former Yugoslavia. Leoš Šatava 
draws on his many years of research among the Lusatian Sorb minority in 
Germany, a West Slavonic group (also known as Wends) connected in 
medieval times with the Czech crown, and explores issues of language 
survival facing small ethnic groups in Europe today.  
 Section four examines the tensions and interactions between several 
kinds of history and memory in ethnographic work. Haldis Haukanes analyzes 
a set of life histories, narratives of Czech villagers who lived through most of 
the major political events of the 20th century, and finds that practically none 
of her informants use these macro-events to structure the periods of their own 
lives. Her findings complicate the relationship between memory as macro-
history, as collective memory, and as personal life history, and shed light on 
the work of narrative in the construction of identity. Davide Torsello looks at 
the relationship between various kinds of official histories — land registries, 
maps, archival records from various periods in the past of a Hungarian-
Slovak village — and the ways in which the villagers themselves name, re-
count, and construct their histories and their memories, tacking back and forth 
between elements of Habsburg, republican, and communist, Slovak and 
Hungarian, interpretations of their past. Finally, Peter Skalník examines a 
number of classic community restudies in Europe and elsewhere for their 
contributions to anthropological theory and method, and reviews the major 
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community studies in the former Czechoslovakia. He challenges our accep-
tance of the “ethnographic present” and argues for the importance of commu-
nity restudies in European ethnography.  
 We hope that this volume provides a useful resource for ethnographers 
from many traditions who are interested in the former Czechoslovakia and 
western CEE. We also invite interested readers to check out the resource site 
for Czech and Slovak ethnographers, Národopis, currently mirrored at 
home.earthlink.net/~mccajor/narodopis.html, and to make suggestions for fur-
ther additions.  
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Pornography, Primitives, and Postsocialist Slovakia 
 
James Quin, National University of Ireland at Maynooth 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
The commodified sexual body is a particularly interesting site for the exami-
nation of changes associated with postsocialist transition. In asking about the 
significance of bodies, Katherine Verdery tells us of an answer offered to her 
by Jean and John Comaroff in a personal communication: 
 
They [the Comaroffs] suggest that changes in the global economy have made 
the body (as raw labor power) the only salable commodity that everyone has, 
and that advances in the process of its commodification (the sale of organs and 
sexual services, the marketing of smiles, etc.) place it at the forefront of capitalist 
development. (Verdery 1999: 135, n. 13) 
 
Not only has commodification of the sexual body been at the forefront 
of capitalist development, but it also offers a way of thinking about postsocial-
ist transition, as suggested by Sascha Goluboff (2002) in saying that prostitu-
tion is a key metaphor for postsocialist transformation. In this article, I want to 
suggest that gay pornography produced in Slovakia might offer some insight 
into the postsocialist transformations of images of Slovak primitiveness. Such 
pornographic images can be read as a queering of traditional and more re-
cent figurations of Slovaks as primitives and of Slovakia itself as a primitive 
place, offering instead a more postmodern image of flexibility and lack of 
fixity. 
 Relationships between sexuality and nationalism have been the subject 
of much recent discussion and can be traced back to the influence of George 
Mosse’s groundbreaking work, Nationalism and Sexuality: Middle-Class Mo-
rality and Sexual Norms in Modern Europe (1985). Mosse traces the ways in 
which middle-class ideas of morality and purity developed into sexual norms 
which were appropriated by nationalist politics. In particular, he traces the as-
sociation between these sexual norms and the rise of Nazism in Germany. 
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Mosse demonstrates how the effeminacy of the homosexual was seen as 
contrasting with a nationalist ideology of manliness and thereby posed a 
threat to that manliness and its role in the nationalizing project. Mosse (1985: 
11) discusses “the masturbator’s presumed passion for secrecy” and points 
out the ways in which 
 
the love of secrecy and the practice of vice not only made men and women out-
siders in respectable society but was a danger to the security of the state. At a 
time when conspiracy theories of history were popular, the masturbator was 
viewed as a readymade conspirator against the state. (Mosse 1985: 11) 
 
 This argument can easily be extended to other periods when conspir-
acy theories were popular, for instance, during the Cold War when the 
“(American) national political identification of homosexuality with domestic 
subversion” figured gay sexuality as “an alien presence, an unnatural be-
cause un-American practice” (Edelman 1996: 158). A similar situation pre-
vailed in the Soviet Union and its satellites at the same time, as Laurie Essig 
points out: 
 
In Stalinist Russia, the pervert was never a patriot. Queers were fascists, fas-
cists were queers. Good citizens—always straight—must control, punish, and 
eventually eliminate treasonous desires. (Essig 1999: 5) 
 
 The fear of penetration from outside, and of undermining from within, is 
focused on figurations of the body of the homosexual, the national concern 
being to maintain state/ bodily continence in the face of a threatened laxity of 
state/body boundaries. The fear in nationalist ideologies is of being “bug-
gered.” This national concern with continence and the maintenance of hard 
borders may cause difficulties for projects, such as postsocialist transition, 
which imply the necessity of an openness to change, a willingness to be flexi-
ble. Slovakia’s nationalism after the end of the communist party regime in 
1989 certainly seemed to partake of this hard-bordered and often belligerent 
attitude in its antagonism towards domestic ethnic minorities and towards 
some of its near neighbors. Changes of government since 1998 have tem-
pered that image and paved the way for Slovakia to become a member of the 
European Union in 2004.  
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ade contact with his models through Internet chat 
edly used the adjec-
ve p
 In this article, I will examine first of all the ways in which a small-time 
professional pornographer in Slovakia produces his material, giving an eth-
nographic account of his production process. In particular, I look at the ways 
in which he constructs particular ideas of Slovakness and primitiveness in 
what are primarily export materials. I will follow that with a discussion of the 
ways in which different figurations of Slovak primitiveness have evolved since 
the nineteenth century. Starting with the romantic peasant of the nationalist 
movement, I trace the way in which the idea of primitiveness changes from 
being one of the peasant as untouched repository of tradition to the more re-
cent manifestation of Slovaks as nationalist thugs. I then consider the ways in 
which this image has been queered in recent times and compare this to the 
image of the Slovak primitive as produced by the pornographer.  
 
 
2.  Making pornography 
 
Peťko was a small-time professional pornographer capitalizing on the interest 
of distributors from Western European countries and North America in por-
nography originating in Eastern European countries. Apart from pornography, 
he also made advertisements for Slovak television stations. He had trained as 
a professional cameraman and saw pornography as a perfectly viable way of 
making a living, one that was far more lucrative than the advertising business.  
 Peťko told me he m
rooms, but straight chat rooms, not gay ones. Online, he said, he tells the 
boys that he is interested in photographing them naked and makes an ar-
rangement to meet them. If he thinks they are suitable, he often goes ahead 
with videoing them more or less on the spot. An empty field or a patch of for-
est was all that was needed to provide an undisturbed location for his video-
ing, though if the weather was bad, he would use an indoor location, either 
his own flat in Bratislava or a hotel in a local town. 
 When I asked him about his models, Peťko repeat
ti rimitívny (primitive) to describe the type of men he preferred. He tends 
to video the type of boys he personally likes and these boys, he said, have 
primitívny qualities. They are a bit rough and imperfect, maybe even a bit stu-
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e that he only uses straight boys and never gays. He said 
 Most of them, he 
pid. He does not want them to have the good looks of fashion models or the 
perfect bodies of gym-trained athletes. What he liked, he said, were those 
who look quite ordinary, those who might have a large nose, or bushy eye-
brows, or some other feature that made them primitívny. In this sense, 
primitívny described men who were ordinary, usual, or common: a kind of 
“guy-next-door” look. It also describes men who contrast with the “cultivated” 
look of men in mainly American and Western European videos, whose mus-
cled and toned bodies are more evidently the product of the gym and the 
beauty parlor, and often the product of deliberate cultivation by porn company 
directors who invest heavily in developing the bodies of their models. The 
most important thing for Peťko was that they have a good penis. It did not 
have to be particularly big, but it should not have any deformity or kink. A 
small penis, he said, can be made to seem larger but you can do nothing with 
a deformed one.  
 Peťko told m
this was because straight boys are much better at getting and maintaining an 
erection than gays who are always worried about how they look on camera. 
He also had a preference for boys from outside Bratislava. The amount of 
money he offered for videoing might not seem a lot to someone living and 
working in the capital, but to someone from outside Bratislava, it often repre-
sented half or more than half of what they might earn in a month, he said. 
Country boys, he added, were less likely to pay attention to, or quibble with, 
the details of the contract they signed than the better-educated and street-
smart city boys from Bratislava. In this sense, primitívny described men who 
were naive, simple, even stupid, gross or unintelligent. 
 Peťko himself emphasized the stupidity of these men.
said, are doing it only for the money: to pay a mobile phone bill, or buy a new 
pair of jeans or trainers. They have no idea of making a career out of porn 
modeling. Everything was only short-term with them, he said. They had no 
sense of a goal or wanting to achieve something, no sense of investing in 
their own future. On the other hand, he claimed that he himself was working 
hard towards the future, reinvesting his money in his operation. He had re-
cently bought new digital video cameras which allowed him to use the images 
as stills, and he was investing in new computer software and hardware which 
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hort account of Peťko’s operation, it is possible to see 
pportunistic, it can also 
would allow him to do more of the work himself and cut down his use of ex-
pensive facilities houses. In their stupidity, these men could not see the op-
portunities that were open to them, opportunities that Peťko was happy to 
take advantage of.  
 Even in this s
something of Peťko’s invention of himself. It would be possible to view Peťko 
simply as an opportunist, almost a scavenger. He does not waste money ad-
vertising for models and going through interviews or casting sessions. He 
makes contact at no cost to himself through Internet chat rooms, and almost 
always videos the men he meets regardless of looks or any other criteria for 
suitability. The primitívny quality on which he laid so much emphasis might 
well be seen as making a virtue out of a necessity. Though the money he of-
fers is not insubstantial, most of the time it is not enough to attract good-
looking or well-built young men, especially those from the city who might well 
know the scale of values in the local sex-business economy. In decrying the 
primitívny country men for their lack of interest in investing in the future, 
Peťko glosses over his own lack of interest in investing in them. He offers 
only short-term once-off contracts (though he does retain certain rights to act 
on their behalf), and has no interest in extending himself to the promotion of a 
“stable” of porn models in the way that larger porn companies do. Even his 
reinvestment in his own operation might be seen less as investment than as 
cutting costs. The digital video cameras that allowed him to obtain high qual-
ity stills from video images are a way of avoiding the cost of having to take 
still photographs on location with the extra time and money that involves. The 
new computer equipment meant that he could do more work from home, re-
ducing his reliance on costly facilities houses. Using outdoor locations also 
cuts down on the expense of rental for studios or other indoor locations, as 
well as reducing the need for expensive lighting equipment and the additional 
cost of time in setting up lighting for individual shots.  
 Whilst one might look at Peťko’s operation as o
be seen as a flexible response to an uncertain situation. His lack of invest-
ment in a “stable” of models meant that he would not be encumbered with on-
going commitments if business took a turn for the worst. Likewise, his invest-
ment in his own equipment and facilities meant that he was a self-sufficient 
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f his material with him, and, on the 
ich was typical of the panelák 
video producer, capable of doing almost all the production and postproduction 
work by himself, thereby allowing him to offer potential clients a one-stop 
shop for all video needs. He also demonstrated his ability to turn even the 
most primitívny of models into something one might want to watch, an ability 
which reflected both his professionalism and his knowledge of the market. 
Through his directions, his use of magazine porn, and his editing, he turned 
reluctant, unsexy young men into porn performers. Most important of all, 
Peťko was well aware that image is vital. The accounts he gave of himself 
and his work during our interviews gave the impression of a professional op-
erator in charge of a slick operation which can almost magically transform 
primitívny Slovak men into porn models.  
 I asked Peťko if I could view some o
day I went to visit him at his flat in the Petržalka suburb of Bratislava, I was 
accompanied by our mutual friend Robo. When Peťko arrived to meet us at 
the bus stop, he was not in a good humor. He was waving a piece of paper 
which turned out to be an e-mail from a porn distribution company in San 
Francisco to which he had sent his latest video offering, Masturbating Boys. It 
seemed that they were not interested in what he was offering but, since 
Peťko’s English was not very good, he wanted me to translate the e-mail for 
him. The distributors in San Francisco said they liked the material but were 
unsure what he was offering. They did not distribute anyone else’s material, 
only their own. They were only interested in material in which models had sex 
with each other and not the kind of solo masturbation scenes in Peťko’s 
video. Perhaps most frustrating for Peťko, they referred to the poor quality of 
the video he had sent them. Annoyed at the imputation of unprofessional and 
low-quality material, he called the Americans kokoty (pricks) and shouted: 
“Don’t they know that this is only sample material? Do they think I’m stupid 
enough to send them good quality material?”  
 We made our way to his apartment wh
pre-fabricated blocks in Petržalka: a single room with a kitchen and bathroom, 
tastefully if sparsely decorated. While Robo and I sat down on the couch, 
Peťko brought some mineral water and glasses, and a large bar of chocolate 
which remained unopened. Returning to a calmer, camper tone of voice, he 
announced that first we would have the entertainment and then I would help 
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atching this tape for only a few minutes when Robo an-
s was downstairs from 
him write a response to the San Francisco e-mail. The first video he put on 
was the same as the one he had sent to San Francisco. In the middle of the 
screen, the name of his company flashed every couple of seconds. He said 
that this was a way of ensuring that no one pirated his sample videos since it 
was almost impossible to remove the flashing title. He ejected the cassette 
and put on another, the same material as the first but this time markedly bet-
ter quality and without the flashing title. I asked if it would be possible to see 
the material as he videoed it, without any postproduction editing or dubbing. 
He said he could show me that, but thought that surely I wanted to see the 
finished product. I said I did, but that I also wanted to be able to see the dif-
ference between what he shot on location and what he finally produced. So 
he changed the cassette again. This time we got a version which had been 
copied directly from the original tapes and had been left uncut and with origi-
nal location sound.  
 We had been w
nounced that he did not find it at all sexy. We were watching a young man 
masturbating beside a bush near the top of a hill beyond which a television 
mast was barely visible in the distance. Apart from the sound of the wind buf-
feting the microphone, there were only occasional words of direction from 
Peťko behind the camera. Peťko told Robo this was not supposed to look 
sexy, adding that it was “James’ idea” to watch the uncut version. Robo said it 
was not just that, but that he did not find guys masturbating very sexy, that he 
preferred something with a bit more action. Out of deference to Robo, we 
fast-forwarded a little, Peťko telling us that this guy went on a bit long before 
taking his pants down because he could not get an erection. Peťko said he 
did not like his models to take their clothes off entirely and that he liked the 
viewer to be able to see some articles of clothing in each shot. This, he 
claimed, made it look a bit more realistic and natural, not like they were only 
models. He added that this also helped to hide things you did not want 
shown, like a bruise or cuts, or an ugly scar or tattoo.  
 Another scene was in a room that Peťko told u
his own apartment. The downstairs apartment was up for rent and Peťko had 
a set of keys for it, as he wanted to buy the apartment. The owners, however, 
were adamant they only wanted to rent it out, and Peťko thought this was in-
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 forests. One of these scenes was 
cing up and down with excitement. Set 
credibly stupid, especially since he was willing to pay more than the market 
price and it had already been up for rent for some time without attracting any 
offers. The scene showed a young-looking blonde-haired guy in a short-
sleeved blue silk shirt. We watched for a while as he massaged the crotch of 
his pants which he slowly opened and pulled down to reveal white under-
pants. He continued massaging his crotch then pulled them down too to re-
veal a still limp penis. Coincidental with his own directions on the video, 
Peťko told us that this guy had been unable to get an erection and that he fi-
nally had to give him some porn magazines in order to provide him with some 
stimulation. The magazines were clearly visible in some of the shots, and 
Peťko pointed out that these shots were edited out of the final version so no 
one would see the boy looking at the porn. 
 Several of the scenes were located in
set in a forest near Trnava and in it a young man approached a car which had 
a rug thrown over the bonnet, lifted up his T-shirt and began to play with his 
nipples. Peťko let out a long sigh, saying that this guy was just fantastic. Evi-
dently Roma, Peťko said this might appeal to a German audience who would 
think the young man was Turkish. On the video, there was little of the direc-
tion from behind camera which was usual in the other scenes, and Peťko told 
us the young man did all of it without any direction from him. As the young 
man pulled down his shorts, Peťko was loudly smacking his lips. He fast-
forwarded through the scene promising us a climax like none we had ever 
seen before. Sure enough, the young man’s ejaculation came out in long 
streams rather than short spurts. Still licking his lips, Peťko rewound the tape 
and played the ejaculation again. We watched as the young man pulled up 
his shorts and looked around, as if there might be someone watching, and 
then strolled off out of sight into the forest. Robo commented that this was 
much more realistic than some of the other scenes where the young men 
looked into the camera, claiming that looking into the camera spoiled the fan-
tasy. Peťko answered that he was talking rubbish and that any man would 
like it when a nice boy looked at him.  
 The next scene had Peťko boun
in another forest, it showed a young man with a shaved head wearing jeans 
and a black T-shirt. He was lying on the ground trying to massage an aver-
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hich, apparently, 
 dictated what 
American firm wanted to use them to make a video of their own.  
age-looking penis into an erection. Robo said straight out that it looked like 
the young man was having trouble getting it hard, and Peťko admitted that 
the boy was a bit shy and had taken a while to get an erection. The next shot 
showed the boy looking down to his right where we could plainly see an open 
porn magazine. Peťko said he always carried a few magazines with him in 
the car for just such an eventuality, reminding us that any shots showing the 
magazines would be edited out of the final version. We watched as the young 
man battered away at a half-hard penis and finally managed an unspectacu-
lar ejaculation with a lot of grunting. Peťko said this boy was fantastic, but 
Robo, laughing, said there was nothing in it to impress him.  
 Peťko let out a mock-horror gasp at the next scene w
had been shot by another cameraman who, Peťko claimed, had no idea what 
he was doing because he was straight. The scene had been shot in the 
downstairs apartment and showed a rather ordinary young man with a 
shaved head who, when he took off his T-shirt, revealed a bit of a paunch. 
Still gasping in horror, Peťko stammered out that this model was only twenty 
and already he had a belly like a fifty-year-old. Apart from the ugly model, 
Peťko pointed out a number of bad camera angles which, he said, meant that 
the entire piece could not be used and was a waste of good money. The fol-
lowing scene, videoed by the same cameraman, also induced horror in Peťko 
and he finally decided we had looked at enough videos. 
 Peťko asked me if I would kindly act as secretary while he
he wanted to write to the American distributors. As I sat at the computer, 
Peťko put on a CD of music he had created for himself on the computer using 
a new piece of software. The music had been dubbed over the visuals on the 
final version of his Masturbating Boys video. In the end, the message sent to 
the American distributors pointed out that the material they had been sent 
was intended only as a sample and that it was low quality to avoid any possi-
bility of piracy as he had had experiences with unscrupulous distributors be-
fore. If they were not interested in the solo masturbation videos, he could 
make one with couples or group scenes using whichever young men from the 
Masturbating Boys video they wanted. They could then distribute this video 
under their own label, or he could act as an agent on behalf of the boys if the 
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mages from 
n, Peťko is creating 
 Throughout this account, it is clear that Peťko knows what image he 
wants to achieve and, even where his raw materials (the video i
his locations) are imperfect, he knows how to achieve the desired product. 
His models’ difficulties in achieving and maintaining an erection are glossed 
over with the assistance of magazine pornography which makes no appear-
ance in the final video. The images used in the final video, then, accord with 
Peťko’s vision of young men able to achieve and maintain erections unprob-
lematically. Likewise, their actions during the performances are not sponta-
neous but the result of direction from Peťko himself. Peťko’s directions have 
the effect of making the men reproduce typical actions and poses from porn 
videos and probably not dissimilar from what they were looking at in the 
magazines that Peťko supplied them with. These directions were later elided 
by dubbing music over the edited images, which, along with judicious editing 
out of any sign of the magazines, gives the impression of spontaneity. The 
fact that models keep some clothes on during the videoing allows him to dis-
guise the unwanted images of scars, tattoos or bruises, giving all the bodies 
an appearance of a perfection they do not have. Without the use of purpose-
built sets, location lighting, or even make-up, what Peťko achieves through 
the production and postproduction process is no different from what is 
achieved by any filmmaker. The effect, in the final edited video, is one of or-
dinary-looking young men masturbating unproblematically in ordinary-looking 
locations such as forests and bedrooms. 
 Yet what Peťko had achieved was also exotic. By eliding difficulties and 
showing ordinary locations peopled by ordinary young me
an especially exotic image of Slovakia and of Slovak men, the kind of exotic 
image which is typical fare in the gay porn market. Peťko was not trying to 
create anything particularly innovative or unusual: he is largely reproducing 
the kind of images that are common in the gay porn market, though adding a 
certain amount of additional sales potential by emphasizing the Slovak nature 
of the video. This is added to by the fact that his original letter to the San 
Francisco company was headed with the word S L O V A K I A  in such a way 
that no reader could be uncertain either about the country of origin of the ma-
terial or the idea that the material was, in some way, a representation of Slo-
vakia. In this, however, Peťko is trying to capitalize on the fact that, through 
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.  Queering 
est here that Peťko is doing something queer, or, rather, that he 
 queering something. I am using the word queer here as it is used in queer 
tive respectability of “gay” and “lesbian,” then queer theory could be 
er theory’s 
tions. Queer theory queers the issues with which it 
the 1990s, a great deal of interest had been generated in porn originating in 
Eastern European countries, and the fact that there was a ready market for 
this material in America and Western Europe, a market where the name Slo-
vakia was not unknown.  
 
 
3
 
I want to sugg
is
theory: 
 If queer culture has reclaimed “queer” as an adjective that contrasts with 
the rela
seen as mobilizing “queer” as a verb that unsettles assumptions about sexed 
and sexual being and doing. In theory, queer is perpetually at odds with the 
normal, the norm, whether that is dominant heterosexuality or gay/lesbian 
identity. It is definitively eccentric, abnormal (Spargo 1999: 39-40). 
 Emerging from a burgeoning of gay and lesbian cultural studies and 
from new types of activism in response to AIDS in the 1980s, que
embrace of a pejorative term marked a radical change in the perception of 
power politics. Queer theory makes extensive use of elements of Derridean 
deconstruction, and of Foucauldian analysis of the discursive construction of 
sexuality. The discursive construction of sexuality has been taken up by 
queer theorists such as Judith Butler, Eve Kosofsky-Sedgwick and D. A. 
Miller who argue that identity (and sexual identity in particular) is not essen-
tialist but is produced in a material reality which itself is mediated through dis-
course. Thus, identity is a simulation, and, for Butler for instance, gender is 
performative.  
 Queer theory, then, participates in a troubling of accepted values and of 
apparently natural distinc
engages, undermining apparently stable categories and insisting on the simu-
lated and performative aspects of identity. The appropriation of the pejorative 
term “queer” is part of this queering, an appropriation that acts both to remind 
the reader of homophobic prejudice and to suggest a form of criticism that 
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bout the proper relations between things, about the very distinctions 
word most com-
uses a pejorative signifier of transgressive desire and sexual instability as a 
metaphor to describe a category that goes beyond categories (Sim 1998: 
345). 
 In disrupting accepted ideas about categories, queering raises ques-
tions a
between proper and improper, propriety and impropriety, appropriate and in-
appropriate. In doing this, it disrupts the proprietorial relations between things, 
troubling notions of ownership and possession. Queering is about appropria-
tion, or reappropriation, or even misappropriation. Mixing these two senses of 
the proper and the proprietorial, queering can be seen as inappropriation, as 
a form of interference, of parasitism. It can be seen as conducting raids on 
the strongholds of everyday life by undermining them, tunneling inside them, 
turning them inside out. It creates new and troublesome juxtapositions be-
tween things, demonstrating possibilities and flexibilities, just as it weakens 
the bases of what is solid, fixed, and rigid. Queering is bending the rules 
rather than breaking or remaking them, bringing out the flexibility that is 
masked by the appearance of rigidity. Indeed, playing with appearances is 
central to queering. Being something, or having an identity, is made trouble-
some by the possibilities created by giving the appearance of something, of 
passing as something, or parodying, citing, or reiterating something. Queering 
is “fucking with” something.  
 Queer theory might seem a long way from the realities of life in postso-
cialist Slovakia and yet queer was a word I heard often. The 
monly used to refer to the men who go to public places (such as parks, for-
ests, public toilets) looking for sex was buzeranti. Buzerant (pl. buzeranti) 
may be translated into English as “queer”, “faggot”, “homo”, or “bugger”. It 
carries the same pejorative sense in Slovak as these nouns carry in English, 
though in Slovak, use of the word buzerant also extends to contexts where, in 
English, we might be more likely to use, for instance, “troublemaker”. Used in 
reference to each other by men who frequent public sex sites, buzerant loses 
most of its pejorative sense and becomes somewhat more affectionate. 
Peťko used these sites as locations for his videos and I conducted interviews 
with him at these sites on a few occasions. We would wander around with 
Peťko giving out in his mildly camp manner because there were not enough 
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ovať from which the noun buzerant is derived. Where buzerovať 
.  Slovaks as primitives 
ueering in his videos? I want to suggest that what 
e is queering is the very notion of primitívny which he used so often in de-
 idealized peasant, and the Slovak movement of the 
buzeranti there (by which he meant queers), but he also frequently warned 
me against bringing my wallet, or any money or jewellery when visiting such 
sites as they were frequented by buzeranti (by which he meant troublemak-
ers). These latter buzeranti were often young men posing as sexually avail-
able who might be more inclined to rob you or beat you up than to have sex 
with you.  
 The use of buzeranti in these twin senses reflects the meanings of the 
verb buzer
appears in Slovak-English dictionaries, it is usually translated as “to ride”. 
This translation corresponds with the English passive use of the verb “to ride” 
whereby one might be “ridden” with guilt, or “ridden” with anxiety, for instance. 
Buzerovať has a number of synonyms, in particular obťažovať and sužovať. 
Obťažovať may be translated as “to accost”, “annoy”, “intrude”, “molest”, 
“tease”, “trouble” or “worry”; obťažovateľ translates as “molester’” and obťažu-
júci as “meddlesome”. Sužovať may be translated as “to afflict”, “badger”, 
“harass”, “lacerate”, “obsess”, “rack”, or “vex”. These senses correspond 
closely to the troublesome nature of the English “queering.” 
 
 
4
 
So what is it that Peťko is q
h
scribing the kind of men he wanted to video. To understand this a little better, 
I want to examine briefly ideas about Slovak primitiveness that have been 
used at various times, both before and since the fall of the communist party 
regime in 1989.  
 Many Romantic nationalist movements of nineteenth-century Europe 
sang the praises of the
time was no different. The movement was led by Ľudovít Štúr (1815-1856) 
who was born into a country that was known only as the Upper Provinces of 
Hungary, as it already had been for hundreds of years. Increasing magyariza-
tion, accompanied by political and cultural oppression in the 1830s and 
1840s, provided the impetus for Slovak cultural renewal, and, as a student, 
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eir nationalist aims. With 
acki
 by centuries of domination and oppres-
an to feel increasingly dominated by 
Czechs. Czechs and Slovaks had been brought together in a common cause 
Štúr became involved in organizations promoting Slovak language and cul-
ture. He codified one of the dialects of Slovak and his new language was 
soon accepted as “the” Slovak language, and became the basis for a national 
movement against increasing Hungarian oppression. This new language was 
used by many of the poets in the group around Štúr to write poetry expressive 
of the simplicity of an idealized Slovak peasant life.  
 Štúr and his associates (Štúrovci or Štúrites) took the opportunity of the 
revolutionary year of 1848 to try and push forward th
b ng from Austria, they joined Slav fighters against Hungary, but met with 
little success. As a result of his involvement, Štúr was kept under surveillance 
for the rest of his life. According to Wallace (1976), Štúr “took to writing 
Slavdom and the World of the Future, which was really a testament of de-
spair. For the Slovaks he saw no prospect within the Habsburg Empire and 
their only hope lay in an ultimate link with Russia” (68). Though he died at the 
age of forty-one in a hunting accident, Štúr had become the father of the Slo-
vak language and forefather of the Slovak nation. He was buried at Modra 
just outside what is now Bratislava.  
 The Štúrite romantic image presents the Slovak peasant as primitive in 
the sense of being “virgin,” unsullied
sion. In important ways, this pristine state of the peasant has been main-
tained over centuries by living in remote mountain villages, remote from the 
penetration of the non-Slav Hungarians. Thus, the Tatra Mountains become 
something of a national romantic symbol, emphasizing this remoteness and 
persistence. The romantic image of the peasant is also a figuring of Slovakia 
and of the Slovak nation which, like the peasant, has remained unsullied by 
domination, maintaining its essential integrity and now ready for awakening. 
The Slovak nation, then, was embodied in these imagined romanticized 
peasants and their peasant lifestyle. However, despite the development of a 
national language and the beginnings of a national movement, Hungarian 
domination continued until the establishment of the first Czechoslovak Re-
public in 1918. 
 While the establishment of Czechoslovakia represented some inde-
pendence for Slovakia, Slovaks beg
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s in his advice only at his own ad-
ks you…And what about you, elder 
brother? Your duty is to look after the younger brother even more carefully, to 
 
 n 
and he details the ways in which Czechs developed their image of them-
elves and their nation largely through a sense of difference from Slovaks. 
f an exotic Other but also with an image of youth and connotes a 
al image of the young Slovak as against the old Czech nation. (Holy 
1996: 104) 
 
 -
tionali c peasant image but, here, Slovaks are imagined by Czechs 
s “people without history” (see Wolf 1982) in a primitivization or infantiliza-
ort linen 
tal long-
handled axe and singing a mournful folk-song. This image is the creation of a 
against Austro-Hungary, yet the fraternal relations were never entirely bal-
anced. Czechs considered Slovaks not simply as “brothers” but as “little 
brothers,” an attitude that reflected the Czech sense of superiority and which 
developed into an antagonistic relation which continued up to and even after 
the break-up of Czechoslovakia in 1993. Ladislav Holy quotes from Karel 
Kálal, writing in 1905, on this “brotherhood”: 
 
The Czech is the elder and the Slovak the younger brother. The younger brother 
is usually inclined to believe that the elder aim
vantage. He rejects your helping hand, he kic
make sure that when alone he will not lose his way or drown. (Kálal cited in Holy 
1996: 104) 
Holy’s concern is with the development of the idea of the Czech natio
s
Thus, 
 
The image of the healthy Slovak lad in his folk costume correlates not only with 
an image o
more gener
This image of the “healthy Slovak lad” is derived from the Štúrite na
st romanti
a
tion of the “little brothers.” The image of the Slovak peasant lad comes to em-
body an unalterable essence which defies Czech efforts at civilizing it. Slovak 
inexperience and the inclination toward authoritarianism, embodied in this im-
age of the Slovak lad, were then used to justify the application of Czech pa-
ternalism, and resistance to that paternalism could be construed not just as 
ungrateful but also as typical. As Holy puts it: 
 
“Slovak” frequently evokes the image of the well-built lad in folk costume—wide 
white trousers, a wide leather belt with strong brass buckles, and a sh
shirt which leaves his bare stomach exposed—brandishing an ornamen
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contin ak Republic. Right-wing nationalist 
arties in Slovakia, such as the HSĽS party of Catholic priest Andrej Hlinka, 
ravia 
n Vladimír Mečiar, leader of the largest Slovak po-
ical 
whole range of artists, filmmakers, and journalists, many of them Slovaks, aimed 
at demonstrating their appreciation of ordinary Slovak folk. However, among 
Czechs it perpetuates the belief that if it were not for their own civilizing efforts, 
the Slovaks would still be walking around with their bellybuttons exposed. In this 
imagery, the Slovak is an exotic Other living in a traditional and picturesque 
mountain village, and Slovakia is an exotic and unspoiled wild country epito-
mised by the rocky mountains of the High Tatra, slivovitz, and ethnic dishes 
made of sheep cheese. (Holy 1996: 103) 
The antagonism of Slovaks towards this brand of Czech paternalism
ued throughout the first Czechoslov
p
capitalized on the perceptions of mistreatment by the Czechs at the same 
time as they drew their voting strength from the rural areas of Slovakia.  
 However, Czech fears of the Slovak inclination towards authoritarianism 
seemed to be confirmed by the declaration of Slovak independence in March 
1939 which led to the imposition of the Nazi Protectorate of Bohemia-Mo
in the Czech lands. The wartime fascist regime in Slovakia seemed to em-
phasize the thuggish nature of the peasant image, at once traitorous and wel-
coming of authoritarianism. Even under the communist party regimes from 
1948, the antagonism between Czechs and Slovaks continued with constant 
Slovak pressure for proper federalization which, despite several efforts, was 
never achieved. The propagation of the “New Socialist Man” under the com-
munist party regimes emphasized the easternness of the Štúrite peasant 
ideal, though giving quite a different twist to the actuality of Slovak peasant 
life. Under communism, Slovakia was resolutely eastern-facing, participating 
in the authoritarianism to which Slovaks were prone according to the earlier 
Czech models. Interestingly, both Alexander Dubček, who led the efforts to 
change communism from within, and Gustáv Husák, who replaced Dubček 
and oversaw the period of “normalization” which lasted up until the end of 
1989, were both Slovaks. 
 The end of the communist party regime in 1989 and the subsequent 
elections polarized the arguments between Czechs and Slovaks. The an-
tagonistic relations betwee
lit party, and Václav Klaus, leader of the largest Czech party, increased 
the likelihood of a split. Mečiar’s lack of compromise in his dealings with 
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r less interchangeable with ‘rogue states’” (Pridham 2001: 69). A key 
in of flesh, held the anabolic-filled 
American body building world champion in his arms, opened incomplete motor-
way sections accompanied by film stars like a super-bull, and chopped wood on 
 
 s 
depiction of the Slovak “younger brother” quoted above and Zajac extends it 
Klaus may have seemed the only way forward for Slovak nationalism, but it 
was also an indication of things to come. Perhaps not surprisingly, Mečiar’s 
position as father of the Slovak Republic after 1993 gave him a new arro-
gance, and his authoritarianism grew over the following years. Having refused 
to bend in his dealings with Klaus, Mečiar was not about to bend in dealing 
with anyone else either. National continence could only be maintained by a 
refusal to bend, a refusal to have the newly independent nation bow to de-
mands either from ethnic minorities (particularly Hungarians and Roma) 
within Slovakia, or from others outside Slovakia (particularly the European 
Union). Thus, having successfully opened negotiations with the European Un-
ion (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), Mečiar’s anti-
democratic actions and increasing authoritarianism resulted in both organiza-
tions suspending negotiations with Slovakia, and Slovakia became a “pariah” 
state.  
 Pridham notes that, in international relations, “the term ‘pariah states’ is 
more o
part of Pridham’s definition of pariah states is the issue of national image. He 
notes, for instance, that “Rightly or wrongly, Slovakia was perceived abroad 
as being more at fault [in the split-up of Czechoslovakia], as the home-
wrecker in the velvet divorce” (85). In this figuration, the body politic and the 
politician’s body become interchangeable. Mečiar was proud of his back-
ground as a boxer, and this pugilism, added to by his anti-democratic tactics, 
engendered an image of him, as a Slovak, as being a bully, an image that 
was easily devolved onto Slovakia itself which then becomes a “home-
wrecker,” a rogue or pariah state. Mečiar’s appearance and behavior during 
election campaigns compounded this image: 
 
In the election campaign Mečiar, like a mounta
television like a woodcutter until he broke the axe’s handle. (Zajac 1999: 300) 
This image of the bull-necked bully has clear resonances with Kálal’
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e an institutional excuse for 
every problem of state offices from the bad performance of a clerk at a post of-
fice counter to governmental instructions that diplomats should improve the Slo-
en the position of 
 
age gained currency not just within the government but on 
e streets as well. The sense that the country was deteriorating under the 
Mečia
oted by Mečiar was con-
to the competing images of “old nation” and “young state” which resonates 
clearly with earlier Czech figurations of Slovaks: 
 
The rhetorical figure of the “young state” becam
vak Republic’s reputation by serving sausages at receptions. In this context, to 
be young means “adolescent,” “pubertal” and “immature.” Someone who can not 
control himself. Someone who throws his arms about, behaves like a bull in a 
china shop. Who has spots of awakened sexuality on his face. Someone who 
easily gets stressed and even more easily offends. It is not a young, blushing 
“blossoming girl,” but a clumsy fighter, who overestimates his strength and 
learns a hard lesson, a “lout,” who gets drunk for the first time in a pub, mixes his 
drinks and the next morning has the first hangover of his life… 
 But this biological metaphor does not work in today’s highly structured 
world of labels. At home it leads to the inability to deal with basic institutional 
problems, abroad it led to negative promotion, oscillating betwe
a pupil asking for praise from his teacher and a tearaway who throws stones 
through the classroom windows and complains that no-one likes him. (Zajac 
1999: 290-1) 
The bully im
th
r regimes was added to by increasing violent crime and “gangsterism” 
on the streets. Slovak “gangsters” go by a variety of names and nicknames, 
one of which is hlavohrud. This translates directly into English as “head-
chest” though we might render it better as “no-neck” or “bullneck.” It describes 
the almost uniform appearance of the bodies of these men as a shaven head 
attached to a thick-set muscular body in such a way that they appear not to 
have any neck at all, just a head stuck on a chest.  
 The bullish image of Slovakia did not go unchallenged. In his article, 
Zajac notes the way in which the boxer image prom
trasted in the 1998 election campaign with the marathon runner image of the 
opposition leader, Mikuláš Dzurinda, emphasizing the differences between 
autocrats and democrats, between symbols of roughness and endurance. Za-
jac also wryly points out what both leaders have in common: “success in 
sports, high performance in a field that is more understandable for people 
than politics” (301). In the election campaign of September 2002, when there 
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.  Queer primitives 
he Slovenská Demokratická a Kresťanská Únia (or SDKÚ: the Slovak De-
ad believed that the only 
appeared to be a real chance that Mečiar would return to power, attempts 
continued to try to undermine the bullish image of Slovakia. 
 
 
5
 
T
mocratic and Christian Union), the party of out-going prime minister Mikuláš 
Dzurinda, took Modrá je dobrá (Blue is good) as its slogan for the 2002 elec-
tion campaign, though no one seemed to be quite sure what the slogan 
meant. The SDKÚ started its official campaign a month before polling day in 
the town of Modra (Blue) just outside Bratislava where they released five 
thousand blue balloons, ran competitions and provided entertainment, and 
ended the day by painting the house in which Ľudovíť Štúr had died blue. As 
a piece of political theater, painting Štúr’s house blue caused no small 
amount of outrage, and bewildered many onlookers and commentators who 
asked if such a national monument was a suitable requisite for political cam-
paigning. For most, it was an entirely inappropriate thing to do, almost a 
desecration of national property: an inappropriation of Štúr. Yet, in symbolic 
terms, it can be seen as an attempt to shift away from Štúrite nationalism to-
wards entry into the European Union and NATO.  
 In the wake of the revolution of 1848, Štúr h
hope for Slovak nationalism lay in Russia to the east and in a unified Slav op-
position to Austria-Hungary. (The Slovak word východ translates as “east”, 
“sunrise” and “exit”.) In 2002, many now felt that this view to the east had 
been thoroughly discredited by successive communist party regimes from 
1948 to 1989, and by the authoritarianism of the Mečiar regimes. Looked at in 
this way, what the SDKÚ were attempting in repainting Štúr’s house blue was 
nothing less than a symbolic reorientation of Štúr and Slovakia from east to 
west, from red to blue, from the red flag of communism to the blue flag of the 
European Union. Turning Štúr blue was also an attempt to reorient the Štúrite 
romantic imagining of the Slovak peasant, turning it from a drunken, home-
wrecking Slav to a sober, cooperative European. It was an effort to show how 
inappropriate the ideals of nineteenth-century romantic nationalism were to 
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age can be seen 
Probably the most popular of the writers to emerge after the Changes was Peter 
 
Pišťanek’s satirizing of the contemporary manifestation of the Štúrite 
wo things characterize the Genitalists, an ironization of male genitalia and an 
 
nization of phallicity can be considered as another extension of 
efforts
ost significant part of Peťko’s images of primitívny Slovak 
men 
the early twenty-first century situation of Slovakia within Europe, correspond-
ing with European notions of nationalism as anachronistic.  
 Similar efforts at undermining the bullying peasant im
in the writings of Slovak novelist Peter Pišťanek. The central male characters 
in his novels are depictions of uncouth hlavohrud types which Pišťanek sati-
rizes: 
 
Pišťanek, the target of whose satire is constantly one variant or other of Štúrite 
easternizing. The grotesque, the slapstick parody gangster novel, Rivers of 
Babylon (1991), tells of the postcommunist rise to riches of a muscular, unedu-
cated, greedy bully of a country boy. Although this country boy is of Magyar 
background and Balkan name, Rácz, he embodies the Upper Hungarian peas-
ant sweetly besung by Štúr and loudly bemoaned as a stinking sot by (anti-
Štúrite) Launer… The eponymous Slovak peasant of the title of Mladý Dônč 
(Young Dônč, 1993) constitutes an even more grotesque satirical embodiment of 
the Štúr ideal than Rácz. (Pynsent 1999: 18) 
 
peasant also begs the question of what it means to be a man in contemporary 
Slovak society, and this question is taken up by the so-called “Genitalist” 
school of writers which sprang up in Pišťanek’s wake: 
 
T
explicit concern in their fiction with modern Theory, especially French varieties… 
Furthermore, the Genitalist may not mention genitals at all. Female genitalia 
constituted a “daring” topos of the 1980s and early 1990s. The Genitalists’ con-
cern with male genitalia manifests the impact of feminism (they ironize male-
ness, and, indeed, male insecurity faced with feminism); they probably also 
ironize the “phallicity” of Slovakness. (Pynsent 1999: 22) 
 
The iro
 to deal with manifestations of the Slovak peasant, in particular, to un-
dermine and subvert such manifestations, and we can see a further extension 
of this in what I suggest Peťko is doing with his primitívny young men in his 
videos. 
Perhaps the m
has to do with the sense that he produces them as an advertisement. 
This is not just an advertisement about Slovakia, but an advertisement to fan-
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rticular enjoyment of the skinhead he had videoed, and his 
“passing” is behind the 
American debate on gays in the military and the compromise policy that was 
reached: 
tasize about these young men’s sex. In the images that are presented to the 
viewer, these young Slovak men are depicted not as sexually continent but as 
incontinent: ordinary-looking young men are presented as masturbating in 
forests, on the sides of hills, in rooms, on the bonnet of cars. In fact, it seems 
as if they are masturbating everywhere and anywhere. In addition, these 
young men are ordinary-looking enough to give the impression that it is all 
Slovak men who are like this. Despite claiming that some of the men were 
downright ugly, Peťko included them all in the final video on the assumption 
that someone might find them attractive and therefore purchase the material. 
These men are not particularly handsome, or well-built, and most of them 
have very average penises, thus adding to the fantasy that this is not studio-
based, that these are not “cultivated” models, that, in fact, they are just Slo-
vaks. Yet it remains a fantasy, one that is created primarily in Peťko’s post-
production processes, and this play between fantasy and the reality has 
queer aspects. 
 Peťko’s pa
contrasting horror of the skinhead videoed by another cameraman, seems to 
me to indicate the ways in which Peťko reveled in the possibility of undermin-
ing, of fucking with, the image of the hlavohrud. There is nothing particularly 
new in queering the skinhead image. Murray Healey’s work (1996) gives an 
interesting account of the ways in which the skinhead image has been appro-
priated by gays. Following the theories of performativity developed by Butler, 
and the ways in which drag has been exemplified as a form of performativity, 
the appropriation by gays of the skinhead image is seen as an example of 
queer theory in practice. The fact that gay men “pass” as skinheads under-
mines the notion that all straight men are straight. That is, if a skinhead who 
appears to be straight is in fact gay, then, chances are, there are other skin-
heads and straight men who are not straight either. (These ideas have not 
gone unchallenged even among queer theorists: the relations between “pass-
ing” and racial oppression in particular are hotly debated. See Lloyd (1999) 
for one discussion of this.) 
 Leo Bersani demonstrates that a similar fear of 
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t they might begin, like some of their gay civilian brothers, to play at being 
es. Not that they would make fun of the Marines. On the contrary: they may 
find ways of being so Marine-like that they will no longer be “real” Marines… 
 
 ) 
who a y 
s “the body that can fuck you, fuck you over”) and the gym-body of gay 
nduce: if this is still the body that can fuck you, 
tc., it is no longer—quite the contrary—the body you don’t fuck with. (Miller 
 
g 
simila emakes the continent and impenetrable body of the primitívny 
a flexible and ambiguous body. Yet these are not presented as 
image
pany, Peťko does not limit his or their options but offers the widest range of 
 
perhaps the most serious danger in gay Marines being open about their gayness 
is tha
Marin
What passes for the real thing self-destructs from within its theatricalized replica-
tion. The imaginary negates the real to which it purportedly adheres. In imagin-
ing what he presumably already is (both gay and a Marine), the gay Marine may 
learn the invaluable lesson that identity is not serious (as if what he is imitating 
never existed before it was imitated) (Bersani 1995: 17-18).  
Bersani develops this argument with reference to D. A. Miller (1992
rgues that there is a difference between the macho straight male bod
(a
male culture, and goes on to add: 
 
Even the most macho gay image tends to modify cultural fantasy about the male 
body if only by suspending the main response that the armored (macho straight 
male) body seems developed to i
e
1992: 31) 
 
Peťko’s production of primitívny young Slovak men does somethin
r. Peťko r
peasant as 
s of gay men: they might be gay men passing as straight, or straight 
men passing as gay. What matters is the ambiguity, the fact that they are not 
essentialized as one thing or another. The fact that he advertises his video as 
being from Slovakia emphasizes the representative nature of the material: it 
is intended to show what Slovakia is like. Yet his use of typical romantic, tour-
istic locations is an inappropriation of these sites, an inappropriation that 
plays with the traditional romantic significance of rurality in images of Slovak 
peasants. The locations and even the men may appear stereotypical, but 
what they are doing and how it is presented are not only not stereotypical but 
also undermine the very meaning of the stereotypical images, rendering them 
useless.  
 Significantly, in his offer of services to the American distribution com-
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they want to buy, and both his products and his young men share 
 her work on the political uses of dead bodies, Katherine Verdery demon-
trates the ways in which the traumatic dislocation of the end of communist 
quired the reordering of meaningful worlds (Verdery 1999). 
his reordering is often accomplished through the manipulation of dead bod-
possibilities, demonstrating his openness to negotiation: he is willing to offer 
whatever 
this flexibility. On the other hand, Peťko’s reaction to the e-mail he received 
from San Francisco showed that he was not willing to suffer the possibility of 
being treated as if he were in some way primitive as a producer. In particular, 
he found the accusation that his material was poor quality offensive, since he 
prided himself on the up-to-date technology he used in his productions. In his 
e-mail back to them, he seemed keen to emphasize the flexibility of his ser-
vices but also to make the Americans aware that he was not about to be ex-
ploited or manipulated. If he was queering primitive images of Slovaks, pre-
senting the body you don’t fuck with as at least offering flexible possibilities, 
he was also keen to present himself, as a Slovak, as someone who was not 
to be fucked with at the same time as offering flexibility. He puts into circula-
tion images of men without fixed identities, images that are flexible because 
ambiguous. 
 
 
6.  Conclusion 
 
In
s
party regimes re
T
ies, through the movements of statues embodying particular histories or 
through the movements of dead bodies, disinterred and reinterred. The circu-
lations of dead bodies that she describes are attempts to fix a new order of 
things, primarily by establishing dead bodies in new national genealogical or-
ders. Yet, in important ways, it is less the fixing of these bodies in a new order 
than their adaptability and ambiguity that is useful. The fact that they can be 
resignified in particular ways to suit particular needs makes their ambiguity 
apparent. And this has resonances with areas of contemporary critical think-
ing in relation to postsocialism and identity. Elsewhere, Verdery discusses the 
“fuzzy” nature of property which undermines commonly-held notions of prop-
erty (1999a) and a similar concern about the “fuzziness” of citizenship and of 
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ot identity building, but the avoidance of fixation. (Bauman quoted in 
01: 96) 
 
r 
sees -
ject p
uses images of young Slovak men that give the appearance of 
roman
at be-
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ent of Ireland Scholarship from the Irish Research 
ouncil for the Humanities and Social Sciences.  
borders can be seen in Fowler (2002) and Batt (2002). Dunn (1999) shows 
the ways in which notions of communist inflexibility are undermined by work-
ers’ flexible practices in a Polish factory. Such flexibility is not unique to post-
socialist transition: it has resonances with the kind of flexibility Martin (1994) 
sees in contemporary American society, and the kind of flexibility that is as-
sociated with contemporary postmodern theories of identity. Zygmunt 
Bauman, for instance, sees the lack of fixed identity as a strategy in post-
modern life: 
 
And so the snag is no longer how to discover, invent, construct, assemble (even 
buy) an identity, but how to prevent it from sticking. Well-constructed and dura-
ble identity turns from an asset into a liability. The hub of postmodern life strat-
egy is n
iles 20M
 
Likewise, Colwell (1996), discussing the work of Deleuze and Butle
the maintenance of fluidity as a way of subverting the categories of sub
ositions and the essentializing forms of the politics of the self. 
 Peťko 
tic peasants of the Štúrite type, even locating them in the same kind of 
rural environment praised by the Štúrovci. Yet the images he produces are far 
from being stereotypical of the kind of essentialized Slovak peasant th
came Other to the Czech self. Indeed, what he produces are images of de-
essentialized young men. Peťko, in demonstrating the ambiguity of his mod-
els and the flexibility of his production operation, queers older ideas of Slovak 
primitiveness, and resists new attempts to primitivize or to impose  
primitiveness. 
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